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THE CARATHE´ODORY TOPOLOGY FOR MULTIPLY
CONNECTED DOMAINS I
MARK COMERFORD
Abstract. We consider the convergence of pointed multiply connected do-
mains in the Carathe´odory topology. Behaviour in the limit is largely deter-
mined by the properties of the simple closed hyperbolic geodesics which sepa-
rate components of the complement. Of particular importance are those whose
hyperbolic length is as short as possible which we call meridians of the domain.
We prove a continuity result on convergence of such geodesics for sequences of
pointed hyperbolic domains which converge in the Carathe´odory topology to
another pointed hyperbolic domain. Using this we describe an equivalent con-
dition to Carathe´odory convergence which is formulated in terms of Riemann
mappings to standard slit domains.
1. Introduction
The Carathe´odory topology for pointed domains was first introduced in 1952 by
Carathe´odory [3] who proved that, for simply connected domains, convergence
with respect to this topology is equivalent to convergence of suitably normalized
inverse Riemann mappings on compact subsets of the unit disc D. This result is
also mentioned by McMullen [11] who uses it to prove a compactness result for
polynomial-like mappings. Our work is also motivated by complex dynamics, in
particular the area of non-autonomous iteration where one considers compositions
arising from sequences of analytic functions which are allowed to vary. It turns
out that in order to prove a non-autonomous version of the classical Sullivan
straightening theorem, one must consider the behaviour of multiply connected
pointed domains with respect to this topology.
As we shall see (e.g. in Figure 2 below), one issue is that connectivity is not in
general preserved for Carathe´odory limits and that some of the complementary
components can shrink to a point. This presents problems if one wants to per-
form quasiconformal surgery on multiply connected domains as certain conformal
invariants associated with the domains can become unbounded. One of our ul-
timate goals, then, will be to find necessary and sufficient conditions for which
connectivity is preserved for Carathe´odory limits and none of the complementary
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2 MARK COMERFORD
components of the limit domain is a point (in the finitely connected case, such
domains are called non-degenerate).
Epstein [8] has shown that convergence in the Carathe´odory topology is equivalent
to convergence of suitably normalized universal covering maps on compact subsets
of D (see Theorem 1.2). However, it turns out that the limiting behaviour of a
sequence of domains of the same connectivity is best understood in terms of certain
simple closed hyperbolic geodesics associated with the domain. In Theorem 1.8
we prove the important result that if a pointed domain (U, u) is a Carathe´odory
limit of a sequence of pointed domains {(Um, um)}∞m=1, then every simple closed
geodesic of U is a uniform limit of simple closed geodesics of the domains Um
and the corresponding hyperbolic lengths and distances of these geodesics to the
basepoints also converge.
Of particular importance are those geodesics are known as meridians which are
essentially the shortest simple closed geodesics which separate the complement of
the domain in some prescribed way. In Theorem 3.2 we use meridians to prove a
version of the above classical result concerning convergence of normalized inverse
Riemann mappings for the multiply connected case where we replace the unit
disc by suitable slit domains. In the second part of this paper we use meridians
to give a solution to our originally stated problem regarding the preservation of
connectivity. In fact in Theorem 4.2 we give several equivalent conditions for
a family of non-degenerate n-connected pointed domains which ensure that any
Carathe´odory limit is still n-connected and non-degenerate.
We begin our exposition with a short resume of the well-known results about the
Carathe´odory topology. For the most part we shall be working with the spherical
metric d#(· , ·) on C (rather than the Euclidean metric). Recall that the length
element for this metric, |d#z| is given by
|d#z| = |dz|
1 + |z|2
and that for an analytic function we have the spherical derivative
f#(z) =
f ′(z)
1 + |f(z)|2 .
A pointed domain is a pair (U, u) consisting of an open connected subset U of C
(possibly equal to C itself) and a point u in U . We say that (Um, um) → (U, u)
in the Carathe´odory topology as m tends to infinity if
i) um → u in the spherical topology;
ii) For all compact sets K ⊂ U , K ⊂ Um for all but finitely many m;
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iii) For any connected (spherically) open set N containing u, if N ⊂ Um for
infinitely many m, then N ⊂ U .
We also wish to consider the degenerate case where U = {u}. In this case condition
ii) is omitted (U has no interior of which we can take compact subsets) while
condition iii) becomes
iii) For any connected open set N containing u, N is contained in at most
finitely many of the sets Um.
The above definition is a slight modification of that given in the book of McMullen
[11] and much of what follows in this section is based on his exposition. However,
the original reference for this material goes back to Carathe´odory [3] who in 1952
used an alternative definition which centered on the Carathe´odory kernel (this
approach was also used subsequently by Duren [7]). For a sequence of pointed
domains as above, one first requires that um → u in the spherical topology. If
there is no open set containing u which is contained in the intersection of all but
finitely many of the sets Um, one then defines the kernel of the sequence of pointed
domains {(Um, um)}∞m=1 to be {u}. Otherwise one then defines the Carathe´odory
kernel as the largest domain U containing u with the property ii) above, namely
that every compact subset K of U must lie in Um for all but finitely many m. It
is relatively easy to check that an arbitrary union of domains with this property
will also inherit it. Hence a largest such domain does indeed exist. Convergence
in this context is then defined by requiring that every subsequence of pointed
domains has the same kernel as the whole sequence.
It is not too hard to show that this version of Carathe´odory convergence is equiv-
alent to the first one. In fact, one has the following.
Theorem 1.1. Let {(Um, um)}∞m=1 be a sequence of pointed domains and (U, u)
be another pointed domain where we allow the possibility that (U, u) = ({u}, u).
Then the following are equivalent:
1. (Um, um)→ (U, u);
2. um → u in the spherical topology and {(Um, um)}∞m=1 has Carathe´odory
kernel U as does every subsequence;
3. um → u in the spherical topology and, for any subsequence where the com-
plements of the sets Um converge in the Hausdorff topology (with respect
to the spherical metric), U correspsonds with the connected component of
the complement of the Hausdorff limit which contains u (this component
being empty in the degenerate case U = {u}).
It follows easily from the compactness of C combined with the Blaschke selection
theorem that, provided we use the spherical rather than the Euclidean metric,
any sequence of non-empty closed subsets of C will have a subsequence which
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converges in the Hausdorff topology. Hence, from above, given any family of
pointed domains we can always find a sequence in the family which converges
in the Carathe´odory topology (although the limit pointed domain may well be
degenerate). In fact, this convenient fact is the main reason we define things
using the spherical topology rather than the more usual Euclidean topology.
As we remarked earlier, connectivity cannot increase with respect to Carathe´odory
limits. To be precise, if each Um above is at most n-connected, then so is the limit
domain U . The reason for this is that by 3. above, complementary components
are allowed to merge in the Hausdorff limit, but they cannot split up into more
components (see Figure 2 for an illustration of what can happen in this situation).
Recall that a Riemann surface is called hyperbolic if its universal covering space is
the unit disc D. From the uniformization theorem, it is well-known that a domain
U ⊂ C is hyperbolic if C\U contains at least three points. For such a domain, the
universal covering map allows us to define the hyperbolic metric on U which we
denote by ρU (· , ·) or just ρ(· , ·), if the domain involved is clear from the context.
Extending this notation slightly, we shall use ρU (z,A) or ρ(z,A) to denote the
distance in the hyperbolic metric from a point z ∈ U to a subset A of U . Finally,
for a curve γ in U , let us denote the hyperbolic length of γ in U by `U (γ), or,
again when the context is clear, simply by `(γ).
Often, for the sake of convenience, we shall restrict ourselves to considering do-
mains which are subsets of C so that the point at infinity is in one of the com-
ponents of the complement. This simplification has the advantage that for a
sequence of functions whose ranges lie in domains which are subsets of C and thus
avoid infinity, convergence in the spherical topology is equivalent to the simpler
condition of convergence in the Euclidean topology.
To see why there is little loss of generality in making this assumption, suppose
(Um, um) converges to (U, u) with U hyperbolic. Then any Hausdorff limit of the
sets C \ Um must contain at least three distinct points since otherwise, U will
fail to be hyperbolic. We can then apply a Mo¨bius transformation to U to move
these three points to 0, 1 and ∞. If we now apply the same transformation to
the domains Um, then we know that 0, 1 and ∞ are close to C \ Um for m large.
We can therefore choose three points in C \ Um which get moved to 0, 1, ∞ by a
Mo¨bius transformation which is very close to the identity. It is easy to see from
the definition of Carathe´odory convergence that this does not affect convergence
to the limit domain (U, u) and so we have what we want.
One of the nice features of the Carathe´odory topology is that the geometric and
topological formulations of convergence given above correspond to the function-
theoretic condition of the local uniform convergence of suitably normalized cover-
ing maps. Of course, in the simply connected case, these are just the inverses of
Riemann mappings to the unit disc. We will prove the following result in Section
2.
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Theorem 1.2. Let {(Um, um)}m≥1 be a sequence of pointed hyperbolic domains
and for each m let pim be the unique normalized covering map from D to Um
satisfying pim(0) = um, pi
′
m(0) > 0.
Then (Um, um) converges in the Carathe´odory topology to another pointed hyper-
bolic domain (U, u) if and only if the mappings pim converge with respect to the
spherical metric uniformly on compact subsets of D to the covering map pi from
D to U satisfying pi(0) = u, pi′(0) > 0.
In addition, in the case of convergence, if D is a simply connected subset of U and
v ∈ D, then locally defined branches ωm of pi◦−1m on D for which ωm(v) converges
to a point in D will converge locally uniformly with respect to the spherical metric
on D to a uniquely defined branch ω of pi◦−1.
Finally, if pim converges with respect to the spherical topology locally uniformly on
D to the constant function u, then (Um, um) converges to ({u}, u).
One of the most important ways to characterize a multiply connected domain is
in terms of the simple closed hyperbolic geodesics which separate components of
the complement and we will use the tool of homology from complex analysis to
classify these curves. The following four results are proved in [6].
Note that in [6] it is always assumed that if a simple closed curve γ separates two
disjoint closed sets E, F , then ∞ ∈ F . This has the advantage of allowing us to
assign a consistent orientation to such a curve so that the winding number n(γ, z)
is 1 for all points of E and 0 for all points of F . However, it is obvious that, by
applying a suitable Mo¨bius transformation if needed, we can assume that E and
F are any two arbitrary disjoint closed subsets of C.
Another advantage of assuming∞ ∈ F is that all positively oriented simple closed
curves which separate E and F are then in the same homology class and vice versa.
If U ⊂ C, and γ, η are curves in U , then we write γ ≈
U
η to denote homology in
U .
On the other hand, if we allow ∞ ∈ U , then this it is easy to see that there
can be curves which separate the complement of U in the same way, but which
are not homologous in U . This is important for the definition of meridians (see
Definition 1.1 below) where we need to take this into account if we wish to consider
subdomains of C instead of just subdomains of C.
Theorem 1.3 ([6] Theorem 2.1). Let U be a domain and suppose we can find
disjoint non-empty closed sets E, F with C \ U = E ∪ F . Then there exists a
piecewise smooth simple closed curve in U which separates E and F .
For the next three results, we assume the common hypothesis that U is a hyper-
bolic domain and E and F are closed disjoint non-empty sets neither of which
is a point and for which C \ U = E ∪ F . Let us call such a separation of the
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complement of U non-trivial. Also, since we are considering domains which are
subsets of C, let us assume that E is bounded and ∞ ∈ F .
Theorem 1.4 ([6] Theorem 2.4). Let γ˜ be a simple closed curve which separates
E and F . Then there exists a unique simple closed smooth geodesic γ which is the
shortest curve in the free homotopy class of γ˜ in U and in particular also separates
E and F .
Conversely, given a simple closed smooth hyperbolic geodesic γ in U , γ separates
C \ U non-trivially and is the unique geodesic in its homotopy class and also the
unique curve of shortest possible length in this class.
Note that the fact that γ must separate E and F in the first part of the statement
follows easily from the Jordan curve theorem and the fact that γ is simple and
must be homologous in U to γ˜. As we will see (e.g. in Figure 1), there may be
many geodesics in different homotopy classes which separate E and F . However,
we can always find one which is as short as possible.
Theorem 1.5 ([6] Theorem 1.1). Let U , E and F be as above. Then there exists
a geodesic γ which separates E and F and whose length in the hyperbolic metric
is as short as possible among all geodesics which separate E and F .
Unfortunately, this geodesic need be neither simple nor uniquely defined (see [6]
for details). However, there does always exist a simple closed geodesic of minimum
length which separates E and F .
Theorem 1.6 (Existence Theorem, [6] Theorem 1.3). There exists a simple closed
geodesic γ in U which separates E and F and whose hyperbolic length is as short
as possible in its homology class and is also as short as possible among all simple
closed curves which separate E and F . Furthermore, any curve in the homology
class of γ and which has the same length as γ must also be a simple closed geodesic.
Note that γ is the shortest curve in its homology class which in general includes
curves which may not be simple (including possible γ˜ itself). The above statement
is a simplified version of the original. In the original, the class of curves which
separated E and F by parity was considered and this class is larger than the
homology class of γ (again, see [6] for details).
Let γ be a simple closed smooth hyperbolic geodesic which is topologically non-
trivial in U , let pi : D 7→ U be a universal covering map and let G be the cor-
responding group of covering transformations. Any lift of γ to D is a hyperbolic
geodesic in D and going once around γ lifts to a covering transformation A which
fixes this geodesic. It is then not hard to see that A must be a hyperbolic Mo¨bius
transformation and the invariant geodesic is then AxA, the axis of A. The hy-
perbolic length of γ is then the same as the translation length `(A) which is the
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hyperbolic distance A moves points on AxA. Note that the quantity `(A) does
not depend on our choice of lift and is conformally invariant.
We call a segment of η of AxA which joins two points z, A(z) on AxA a full segment
of AxA. This discussion and the above result lead to the following definition.
Definition 1.1. Let U be a hyperbolic domain and let E, F be any non-trivial
separation of C \ U as above (where we do not assume that ∞ /∈ U). A simple
closed hyperbolic geodesic γ in U which separates E and F whose hyperbolic length
is as short as possible is called a a meridian of U and the hyperbolic length `U (γ)
is called the translation length or simply the length of γ.
Note that in Definition 1.5 of [6], a slightly different definition was given where
the meridian was defined to be the shortest possible simple closed geodesic in its
homology class. As mentioned above, in that paper it was assumed that ∞ ∈ F
and in this case the two definitions are equivalent. However, since we wish to
consider arbitrary domains in C and not just in C, we need the slightly more
general definition above.
An important special case and indeed the prototype for the above definition is the
equator of a conformal annulus and just as the equator is important in determining
the geometry of a conformal annulus, meridians are important in determining the
geometry of domains of (possibly) higher connectivity.
The main problem with meridians is that, except in special cases such as an
annulus, meridians may not be unique as Figure 1 above shows. The two meridians
shown are not homotopic but are in the same homology class and have equal length
(see [6] Theorem 1.4 for details).
However, if one of the complementary components is connected, then we do have
uniqueness.
Theorem 1.7 ([6] Theorem 1.5). If at least one of the sets E, F is connected,
then there is only one simple closed geodesic γ in U which separates E and F . In
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particular, γ must be a meridian. In addition, any other geodesic which separates
E and F must be longer than γ.
Let us call a meridian as above where at least one of the sets E, F is connected
a principal meridian of U . The theorem then tells us that principal meridians
are unique. These meridians have other nice properties. For example, they are
disjoint and do not meet any other meridians of U ([6] Theorem 2.6).
To see the pathologies which can arise when one takes a limit in the Carathe´odory
topology, consider Figure 2 below. Note how the connectivity decreases when parts
of the complement merge in the limit or are ‘pinched off’ (see Figure 2 below).
(Um, um)
m→∞
(U, u)
um u
In the above figure the principal meridians which separate the semi-circular shaped
complementary components on the left from the rest of C\Um have lengths which
must tend to infinity. For the small complementary component in the middle
which shrinks to a point, the opposite happens and the principal meridian which
separates this component from the rest of the complement has length tending to
zero. Finally for the the circular complementary component on the right which
is almost swallowed by the circular arc, the principal meridian which separates
this component from the rest of the complement will tend to a circle (in fact the
equator of a round annulus). However, the distance of this meridian from the
base point um will tend to infinity.
The important issue here is that the fact that the limit domain is degenerate
and of lower connectivity than the domains of the approximating sequence can be
understood entirely in terms of the behaviour of the meridians and in fact of the
principal meridians of these domains. Meridians are thus central to understanding
the Carathe´odory topology in the multiply connected case.
Even though simple closed geodesics can behave badly with respect to limits in
the Carathe´odory topology, we can say something as the theorem below which is
one of the main results of this paper shows. Roughly it states that a simple closed
geodesic of the limit domain can be approximated by simple closed geodesics of the
approximating domains. We say that a sequence of curves γm converges uniformly
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to a curve γ if we can find parametrizations for all the curves γm over the same
interval which converge uniformly to a parametrization of γ.
Theorem 1.8. Let {(Um, um)}∞m=1 be a sequence of multiply connected hyperbolic
pointed domains which converges in the Carathe´odory topology to a multiply con-
nected hyperbolic pointed domain (U, u) (with U 6= {u}). If γ is a simple closed
geodesic of U whose length is `, then we can find simple closed geodesics γm of
each Um such that if `m is the length of each γm, then:
1. The hyperbolic distance in Um from um to γm, dm = ρUm(um, γm), con-
verges to d = ρU (u, γ), the hyperbolic distance in U from u to γ;
2. The simple closed geodesics γm converge uniformly to γ while the corre-
sponding lengths `(γm) converge to `(γ);
3. If um lies on γm for infinitely many m, then u lies on γ.
In the case of meridians for a domain, we can say the following.
Theorem 1.9. Let (Um, um) and (U, u) be as above in Theorem 1.8, let γ˜ be a
simple closed geodesic of U and let γ˜m be the curves in each Um which converge
to γ˜ as above. For each m, let γm be a meridian of Um with γm ≈
Um
γ˜m.
Then the distances dm = ρUm(um, γm) are uniformly bounded above and the lengths
`m = `(γm) are uniformly bounded above and uniformly bounded below away from
zero.
Theorem 1.10. Again let (Um, um) and (U, u) be as in Theorem 1.8 and suppose
E, F is a non-trivial separation of C\U into disjoint closed subsets. Then we can
find a meridian γ which separates E and F and a subsequence mk and meridians
γmk of Umk such that if `mk is the length of each γmk and ` the length of γ, then:
1. The hyperbolic distance in Umk from umk to γmk , dmk = ρUmk (umk , γmk),
converges to d = ρU (u, γ), the hyperbolic distance in U from u to γ;
2. The meridians γmk converge uniformly to γ while the corresponding lengths
`mk converge to `;
3. If umk lies on γm for infinitely many m, then u lies on γ.
Furthermore, if γ is a principal meridian of U , then 1., 2. and 3. hold for any
subsequence.
An important special case is domains with finite connectivity. We adopt the con-
vention that if U is n-connected and K1,K2, . . . . . . ,Kn, denote the components
of C \ U , then the last component Kn will always be the unbounded one (note
that Ahlfors uses the same convention in [1]).
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For a domain of finite connectivity n, one can see using elementary combina-
torics that there are at most E(n) := 2n−1 − 1 different ways to separate C \ U
non-trivially and thus at most this number of meridians which separate the
complement of U in distinct ways. One can also show that there are at most
P (n) := min{n,E(n)} principal meridians. If we can find P (n) principal meridi-
ans, let us call such a collection the principal system of meridians or simply the
principal system for U . If we can find a full collection of E(n) meridians, let
us call such a collection an extended system of meridians or simply an extended
system for U .
If n ≤ 3, than any meridians of U which exist must be principal. The first
case where we can have meridians which are not principal is n = 4 as we see in
Figure 1. Finally, as the principal meridians are always disjoint and in different
and non-trivial homotopy classes, they form a geodesic multicurve in the sense of
Definition 3.6.1 of [9]. However, except when n = 2 or 3, this multicurve will not
be maximal (see Theorem 3.6.2 of [9]). On the other hand, the meridians of an
extended system may well intersect and so will not in general be a multicurve at
all.
A finitely connected domain U is called non-degenerate if none of the components
of C \ U is a point. The principal meridians are precisely those meridians which
can fail to exist if some of the complementary components are points and it is not
hard to show the following.
Proposition 1.1 ([6] Proposition 3.1). If U is a domain of finite connectivity
n ≥ 2, then U has at least E(n)−P (n) meridians and any principal meridians of
U which exist are uniquely defined. Furthermore, the following are equivalent:
1. U is non-degenerate;
2. U has P (n) principal meridians;
3. U has E(n) meridians in distinct homology classes.
If U is a non-degenerate n-connected domain and Γ = {γi, 1 ≤ i ≤ E(n)} is an
extended system for U , we shall adopt the convention that the first P (n) meridians
are always those of the principal system and that for 1 ≤ i ≤ P (n), γi separates
Ki from the rest of C \ U . Let us denote the lengths of the meridians of Γ by
`i, 1 ≤ i ≤ E(n). For a pointed domain (U, u), we will also need consider the
distances di := ρ(u, γi), 1 ≤ i ≤ E(n) from the base points to these meridians.
The collection of numbers `i and di, 1 ≤ i ≤ E(n), we shall refer to as the lengths
and distances of Γ respectively and naturally we can make similar definitions for a
principal system. Note that the lengths are independent of the choice of meridians
for the system, but, except for the principal meridians, the distances in general
are not. However, this will not be too much of a problem as we see from Theorem
1.9.
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Let us call a meridian significant if it is a limit of meridians for a subsequence as
above. If the domain is finitely connected and non-degenerate, let us call a system
of meridians a significant system if each meridian in the system is significant. We
have the following useful corollary.
Corollary 1.1. Let n ≥ 2 and let {(Um, um)}∞m=1 be a sequence of n-connected
hyperbolic pointed domains which converges in the Carathe´odory topology to a non-
degenerate hyperbolic n-connected pointed domain (U, u) with U 6= {u}. Then we
can find a significant system of meridians for (U, u).
Furthermore, if all the domains Um are also n-connected and non-degenerate and
for each m we let Γm = {γim, 1 ≤ i ≤ E(n)} be any system of meridians for
Um, then the distances d
i
m = ρ(um, γ
i
m) are bounded above while the lengths `
i
m =
`Um(γ
i
m) are bounded above and below away from zero. These bounds are uniform
in m and independent of our choice of the systems Γm.
Theorems 1.2, 1.8, 1.9 and 1.10 and Corollary 1.1 will be proved in Section 2. In
Section 3 we will present some applications including a version of Theorem 1.2
stated in terms of Riemann mappings to slit domains instead of universal covering
maps.
2. Convergence of Geodesics and Meridans
Starting with Theorem 1.2, we prove the theorems stated in the previous section,
together with some supporting results. For a family of Mo¨bius transformations
Φ = {ϕα, α ∈ A}, we say that Φ is bi-equicontinuous on C if both Φ and the
family Φ◦−1 = {ϕ◦−1α , α ∈ A} of inverse mappings are uniformly Lipschitz families
on C (with respect to the spherical metric).
Proof of Theorem 1.2 A proof of most of this result can be found in the
Ph.D. thesis of Adam Epstein [8] and the proof is similar to the better known
special case where all the domains involved are discs and the mappings pim are
then Riemann maps. A proof of the disc case can be found in Carathe´odory ’s
original exposition [3].
In order to extend Epstein’s results to a full proof, we need to show in the non-
degenerate case that if (Um, um) converges to (U, u) with U hyperbolic, then the
covering maps pim give a normal family on D and that any limit function must be
non-constant. Note that in the non-degenerate case, we may (if we like) assume
that U ⊂ C so that the sequence um is bounded in the case of either Carathe´odory
convergence or convergence of normalized covering maps and so convergence in the
spherical topology is equivalent to convergence in the Euclidean topology. Lastly,
in the degenerate case we need to show that (Um, um) converges to ({u}, u) as
stated.
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Dealing first with the non-degenerate case, since U is hyperbolic, it then follows
from the Hausdorff version of Carathe´odory convergence that we can find δ > 0
such that for every m large enough C \ Um contains at least three points which
are at least distance δ away from each other in terms of the spherical metric.
The reason for this is that if this were not true we could find a subsequence which
converged to a domain which was C with one or two points removed, both of which
are impossible (note that this argument also shows that if (Um, um)→ (U, u) with
U hyperbolic, then Um must be hyperbolic for m large enough).
Using Theorem 2.3.3 on page 34 of [2], we can postcompose by a bi-equicontinuous
family of Mo¨bius transformations and apply Montel’s theorem to conclude that
the covering maps pim give a normal family (in the spherical topology) on D. Since
U 6= {u}, it follows from i) and ii) of Carathe´odory convergence and applying the
Koebe one-quarter theorem to branches of inverse maps on a suitable disc about
u in U that all limit functions must be non-constant and this completes the proof
in the non-degenerate case.
For the degenerate case, suppose pim converges to the constant function u locally
uniformly on D but (Um, um) does not converge to ({u}, u). By Theorem 1.1, using
the Hausdorff version of Carathe´odory convergence, we can find a subsequence
(Umk , umk) so that these pointed domains converge to a pointed domain (U˜ , u)
where U˜ is open with u ∈ U˜ . From the non-degenerate case, it would then follow
that pimk would converge locally uniformly on D to p˜i, the normalized covering
map for V and with this contradiction the proof is complete. 
As one might suspect from the statement of Theorem 1.2, it does not follow that if
(Um, um) converges to a degenerate pointed domain ({u}, u), then the normalized
covering maps pim as above must converge locally uniformly to u on D. The basic
reason this fails is that it is possible that the sequence {pim}∞m=1 does not give a
normal family and we now give a counterexample which exhibits this behaviour.
For each m ≥ 1, let Um = A(0, 1m3 ,m), um = 1m and consider the sequence of
pointed domains (Um, um). This sequence clearly tends to ({0}, 0) and if the
family of covering maps had a locally convergent subsequence pimk , then it would
follow from Rouche´’s theorem and local compactness as argued by Epstein that
pimk must tend to the constant function 0 locally uniformly on D. However, it
is easy to see that the annulus A(0, 1
m2
, 1) has uniformly bounded hyperbolic
diameter in Um (as it has the same equator and half the modulus of the larger
annulus) and thus in Um by the Schwarz lemma for the hyperbolic metric. Since
this annulus contains the base point um =
1
m (which actually lies on its equator),
it follows that we can find points zm within bounded hyperbolic distance of 0 in
D with pim(0) = 1. With this contradiction, we see that the sequence of covering
maps cannot have a convergent subsequence and in particular cannot converge as
required.
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As McMullen [11] Page 67 Theorem 5.3) remarks in the disc case, we can move
the base points for a convergent sequence of pointed discs by a uniformly bounded
hyperbolic distance without affecting whether or not the sequence converges. The
proof of this fact is a straightforward application of Theorem 1.2.
Corollary 2.1. Let {(Um, um)}∞m=1 be a sequence of pointed hyperbolic domains
which converges to (U, u) with U hyperbolic.
1. If wm ∈ Um for each m, w ∈ U and wm → w as m→∞ , then (Um, wm)
converges to (U,w).
2. If wm ∈ Um for each m and we can find d > 0 independent of m so
that ρUm(um, wm) ≤ d, then we can find w ∈ U and a subsequence of the
sequence of pointed domains {(Um, wm)}∞m=1 which converges to (U,w).
The following Lemma will be very useful to us in proving a number of results,
especially Theorem 1.8. For z ∈ C and r > 0, let us denote the open spherical
disc of radius r about z by D#(z, r).
Lemma 2.1. Suppose {(Um, um)}∞m=1 is a sequence of pointed multiply connected
domains which converges to a pointed multiply connected domain (U, u) in the
Carathe´odory topology (where we include the degenerate case U = {u}) and sup-
pose in addition that the complements C \ Um converge in the Hausdorff topology
(with respect to the spherical metric on C) to a set K. Then ∂U ⊂ K.
Proof Suppose first that we are in the degenerate case where U = {u}. By iii)
of Carathe´odory convergence in the degenerate case, for any 0 < ε ≤ pi, D#(u, ε)
contains points of C \ Um for all but finitely m and on letting ε→ 0, we see that
∂U = {u} ⊂ K as desired.
Now suppose that U 6= {u}. By the Hausdorff version of Carathe´odory con-
vergence, U is the component of the complement of this Hausdorff limit which
contains the point u. So suppose the conclusion fails. If z were a point in ∂U
which missed K, we could find a spherical disc D#(z, δ) of some radius δ > 0
about 0 which missed Km for all m sufficiently large. Then U ∪D#(z, δ) would be
a connected set which missed K and since this set contains z /∈ U , this would con-
tradict the maximality of U as a connected component of C \K whence ∂U ⊂ K
as desired. 
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(Um, 0)
m→∞
(U, 0)
The reader might wonder if, in the case where the limit domain U above was
n-connected, would this force the set K to have exactly n components. However
this is false as the following counterexample depicted in Figure 2 shows. For each
m and each 2 ≤ i ≤ m, let Kim be the circle C(0, 1 − 1/i) with an arc of height
1/m centered about 1− 1/i removed. If we then set Um = D \
⋃
2≤i≤mK
i
m, then
the pointed domains (Um, 0) converge to (D(0, 1/2), 0) while their complements
converge to the set
⋃
i>=2 C(0, 1− 1/i)
⋃
(C \D) which clearly has infinitely many
components.
Proof of Theorem 1.8 Suppose that (Um, um) converges to (U, u) as in
the statement in which case we know from Theorem 1.2 that the corresponding
normalized covering maps pim converge uniformly on compact sets of D to the
normalized covering map pi for U .
Let η be a lifting of γ to D which is as close as possible to 0 and let A be the
corresponding hyperbolic covering transformation whose axis is η. Let σ = [a, b]
be a full segment of η with b = A(a) and which contains the closest point on η to
0.
Let ε > 0 be small and take a small hyperbolic disc D in D about a of radius ε.
D˜ = A(D) is then a disc of hyperbolic radius ε about b = A(a) and we have that
pi ≡ pi ◦A on D. If we let R be an elliptic rotation of angle pi about b, then R and
hence R ◦ A cannot belong to the group of covering transformations of U as this
would violate the local injectivity at b of the covering map pi.
From above, the difference pi − pi ◦ R ◦ A cannot be identically zero on D as
otherwise it would follow from the monodromy theorem that R ◦ A and hence R
would belong to the group of covering transformations. pi − pi ◦ R ◦ A then has
an isolated zero at a and so, for ε small enough, pi − pi ◦ R ◦ A is non-zero on
the boundary of D. By the local uniform convergence of pim to pi on D, if we
apply Rouche´’s theorem to D, we see that for m large enough, we can find points
am ∈ D and bm = R(A(am)) ∈ R(A(D)) with pim(am) = pim(bm). Since ε was
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arbitrary, if we let σ′m be the geodesic segment between am and bm, then am → a,
bm → b and σ′m → σ as m→∞.
Thus we can find covering transformations Am of D for pim with Am(am) = bm.
Now let γ′m be the image of σ′m under pim. Note that since γ is simple while σ′m
is very close to σ, it follows again from the convergence of pim to pi that, moving
am and bm slightly closer together along σm if needed by an amount which will
tend to 0 as m → ∞, we can assume that there are no points of self-intersection
on γ′m. γ′m is then a simple closed curve which is a geodesic except at possibly
one point where it is not smooth (i.e. there may be a corner).
γ is also a simple closed curve and as before we will let E and F denote the
intersection of C \ U with each of the two complementary components of γ and
assume that E is bounded and ∞ ∈ F . Since γ is a geodesic, each of E and F
must contain at least two points in view of the second part of Theorem 1.4. If we
let z, w ∈ E be two such points, then we may assume that they are in ∂E ⊂ ∂U .
As γ′m is very close to γ, the winding number of γ′m about z will be close to that
of γ about z and the same will be true for w. As the curves γ′m are simple, z and
w are then inside γ′m for m large and it then follows from Lemma 2.1 that for
m large enough there are at least two points of C \ Um inside γ′m while the same
argument shows that we may also assume the same about the outside of γ′m.
γ′m is thus a simple closed curve which separates C\Um non-trivially and we may
now apply Theorem 1.4 for m large enough to find a simple closed geodesic γm
which is homotopic in Um to γ
′
m. By lifting the homotopy, we can then find a
lifting of γm which coincides with the axis of Am which we will denote by ηm.
ηm
σm σ′m
τm
sm
tm
am
bm
pim
γm
γ′m
pim(τm)
zm
pim(sm)
The circle which passes through am, bm and the fixed points of Am is invariant
under Am and its image under pim is a smooth closed curve which in particular
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has no corner at the point pim(am) = pim(bm) which we will call zm (this is easiest
to see in the upper half-plane model as in the figure above where we let 0 and ∞
be the fixed points of Am and the imaginary axis the axis of Am where this circle
corresponds to a ray connecting 0 to ∞). Let τm be the segment of this circle
which passes through am and bm.
Now σ′m is very close to σ for m large and since pim converges locally uniformly on
D to pi, the derivatives pi′m converge locally uniformly to pi′. Thus the difference
between the angles of the two tangents to γ′m at the corner at zm will be very
small and will tend to 0 as m tends to infinity. Since the covering maps pim are
angle-preserving, we can say the same about the angles of the tangents at the two
endpoints am, bm of σ
′
m (note that this applies in the upper half-plane picture
rather than that for the unit disc).
Now the image pim(τm) of the above invariant circle under pim is a smooth curve
and it is clear from the picture above that σ′m must lie on one side of τm. It then
follows from above that σ′m must then be very close to τm. However, since the
hyperbolic distance between am and bm is bounded below, this can only happen if
σ′m is very close to a segment σm of the the axis ηm of Am which connects points
sm, tm with tm = Am(sm) (again this is easiest to see in the upper half-plane
picture above).
Hence σm is very close to σ
′
m which in turn is very close to σ and since all
three of these are geodesic segments, their lengths in the hyperbolic metric of D
will also be close. Since these segments are all mapped to simple closed curves
by their corresponding covering maps, this gives us 1. and the second part of 2.
immediately while the rest of 2. follows on applying the local uniform convergence
of pim to pi. Finally, 3. follows immediately from 2., which finishes the proof. 
We remark that the proof above relied mostly on the convergence of normalized
covering maps. The only place where we needed Carathe´odory convergence di-
rectly was for Lemma 2.1 which was used just once to show that the curve γ′m
separated C \ Um non trivially. We turn now to proving Theorem 1.9. We first
need a lemma from [6]. Note that the original version of this lemma was for sub-
domains of C where two positively oriented curves separate the complement of
U in the same way if and only if they are homologous in U . As, usual, however,
any hyperbolic domain in C can be mapped to a hyperbolic domain in C using a
Mo¨bius transformation.
Lemma 2.2 ([6] Lemma 2.3). Let U ⊂ C be a hyperbolic domain and let γ1, γ2
be two simple closed geodesics in U which separate C \ U in the same way and
suppose that one of these curves lies in the closure of one of the complementary
components of the other. Then γ1 = γ2.
Proof of Theorem 1.9 Let E and F be the subsets of C \U separated by γ˜
and, as usual, we assume that ∞ ∈ F . Now let γ˜m be the geodesics in Um which
converge to γ˜ as in Theorem 1.8. Now for each m, let γm be a meridian which
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separates the complement C \ Um in the same way as γ˜m. Applying a Mo¨bius
transformation if needed to map one of the points of C\Um to∞, we can conclude
by Lemma 2.2 above that γm must meet γ˜m and it follows from Theorem 1.8 that
the hyperbolic distances ρUm(um, γm) must be uniformly bounded above.
By Theorems 1.6 and 1.8, the lengths `m are obviously bounded above. To see
that they must be bounded below, for each m let pim be the normalized universal
covering map for Um and let pi be the normalized universal covering map for U .
By Theorem 1.2, pim then converges locally uniformly on D to pi.
Now for each m, let σm be a full segment of a lift of γm which is as close as possible
to 0. The segments σm are all within bounded distance of 0 and have uniformly
bounded hyperbolic lengths. It then follows that the lengths of these segments
and hence the curves γm must be bounded below away from 0 since otherwise, by
the local uniform convergence of pim to pi we would obtain a contradiction to the
fact that pi as a covering map must be locally injective. 
Proof of Theorem 1.10 Let γ˜ be a meridian in U which separates E and
F which exists by virtue Theorem 1.6. By the discussion at the end of page
3 and the start of page 4 about post-composing with suitably chosen Mo¨bius
transformations, we can assume that ∞ ∈ F and also that ∞ /∈ Um for every m
which allows us to make use of homology as a tool to completely describe how a
simple closed curve separates the complements of these domains.
By Theorem 1.8, we can find a sequence of geodesics γ˜m which tends to γ˜. By
Theorem 1.6 again, we can then find meridians γm in the homology class of each
γ˜m. By Theorem 1.9, the associated distances dm for the curves γm are uniformly
bounded above while the lengths `m are again uniformly bounded above and
bounded below away from zero.
If we now let pim and pi be the normalized covering maps for each Um and U
respectively, then again pim converges locally to pi by Theorem 1.2. As above,
we can then find full segments σm of liftings of each γm which are a uniformly
bounded hyperbolic distance from 0 which are the axes of hyperbolic Mo¨bius
transformations Am of bounded translation length. It then follows that we can
find a subsequence mk for which the corresponding segments σmk converge to a
geodesic segment σ which must have positive length otherwise we again obtain a
contradiction to the local injectivity of pi as at the end of the proof of Theorem
1.9. If we then set γ = pi(σ), then γ is a closed hyperbolic geodesic of U and the
meridians γmk must converge to γ.
We still need show that this geodesic is simple and a meridian which separates
C \ U into the same sets E, F as γ˜ does. As the curves γ˜mk , γmk converge to γ˜,
γ respectively, by ii) of Carathe´odory convergence, γ˜mk , γmk are bounded away
from the boundaries ∂Umk . Thus if z ∈ ∂U then, by Lemma 2.1, for k large we
can find a point zmk which is very close to z and thus in the same complementary
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region of γmk . The same argument allows us to make a similar conclusion for the
curves γ˜mk . Hence for z ∈ ∂U and k large, by homology in Umk ,
n(γmk , z) = n(γmk , zmk) = n(γ˜mk , zmk) = n(γ˜mk , z).
It then follows from the above that for k large enough γ˜mk and γmk are homologous
in U as well as in Umk (it is not hard to see that there is sufficient generality in
considering winding numbers around points only of ∂U rather than all of C \
U). Also, by the uniform convergence of the curves γ˜mk and γmk to γ˜ and γ
respectively, these curves eventually lie in U and are homologous in U to γ˜ and γ
respectively. Hence, for large k we have
γ ≈
U
γmk ≈
U
γ˜mk ≈
U
γ˜.
Thus γ is homologous in U to γ˜ and since γ˜ is a meridian, the length of γ cannot
be smaller than that of γ˜. On the other hand, by the convergence of the curves
γmk to γ using universal covering maps above, and the fact that the curves γmk
are meridians, it follows that γ cannot be longer than γ˜ either. By Theorem 1.6,
γ is then a meridian which separates E and F and in particular simple which
completes the proof. 
Proof of Corollary 1.1 The existence of a significant system of meridians
for (U, u) is immediate in view of Theorem 1.10. Now let γi, 1 ≤ i ≤ E(n) be any
extended system of meridians for U and let γim be the curves which converge to
each γi as in Theorem 1.8. By Lemma 2.1, we see that for m large enough, the
curves γim give different separations of the complement C \Um. This implies that
for m large enough, any meridian of Um separates the complement of Um in the
same way as one of the curves γim and the uniform bounds on the distances and
lengths of the system then follows from Theorem 1.9. 
U1 U2
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The reader might wonder if for a sequence {(Um, um)}∞m=1 the convergence of
meridians and their lengths together with that of the sequence {um}∞m=1 is suffi-
cient to ensure that {(Um, um)}∞m=1 converges in the Carathe´odory topology. The
example in Figure 3 shows that this is not the case, the basic reason being that
knowing the meridians of a domain does not allow one to determine the domain
itself. In both U1 and U2 the circle indicated is the unit circle and the domains
are symmetric under 1/z so that by Theorem 1.7 this circle is the equator of the
topological annulus concerned. However, it is clear that a sequence of pointed do-
mains which alternated between these two could not converge in the Carathe´odory
topology.
3. Riemann Mappings
In this section we prove a version of Theorem 1.2 for Riemann maps instead
of covering maps. This is useful in situations where one wants to investigate
properties of a family of functions where the functions are defined on different
domains of the same connectivity. The usual thing to do is to normalize the
domains to make them as similar as possible. However, given that even the
normalized domains will likely be different, we need a notion of convergence of a
sequence of functions on defined on varying domains. Of course, this is only likely
to make sense if the domains themselves are also converging.
Definition 3.1. Let {(Um, um)}∞m=1 be a sequence of pointed domains which con-
verges in the Carathe´odory topology to a pointed domain (U, u) with (U, u) 6=
({u}, u). For each m let fm be an analytic function (with respect to the spheri-
cal topology) defined on Um and let f be an analytic function defined on U . We
say that fm converges to f uniformly on compact subsets of U or simply locally
uniformly to f on U if, for every compact subset K of U and every ε > 0, there
exists m0 such that d
#(fm(z), f(z)) < ε on K for all m ≥ m0.
This is an adaptation to the spherical topology of the definition originally given
in [8]. Note that, in view of condition ii) of Carathe´odory convergence, for any
such K fm will be defined on K for all sufficiently large m and so the definition
is meaningful. Clearly if all the domains involved are the same, then we recover
the standard definition of uniform convergence on compact subsets. This version
of local uniform convergence is further related to the standard one in view of
the following result whose proof is a straightforward application of Theorem 1.2
combined with ii) of Carathe´odory convergence.
Proposition 3.1. Let {(Um, um)}∞m=1 be a sequence of pointed domains, which
converges to (U, u) with (U, u) 6= ({u}, u) and let pim and pi be the normalized
covering maps from D to each Um and U respectively. Let fm be defined on Um
for each m and f be defined on U and suppose fm converges uniformly to f on
compact subsets of U . Then the compositions fm ◦ pim converge locally uniformly
on D to f ◦ pi.
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Recall that there is a version of the Riemann mapping theorem for multiply con-
nected domains which maps a given multiply connected domain into a domain of
the same connectivity which is of some standard shape. There is some difference
regarding the precise form of these standard domains: however, one of the most
common is a round annulus from which a number of concentric circular slits have
been removed such as can be found in Ahlfors’ book [1]. From now on, we shall
refer to such domains as standard domains (where in the case n = 1 the standard
domain is the unit disc).
Theorem 3.1 ([1] Page 255, Theorem 10). For an n-connected non-degenerate
pointed domain (U, u) with n > 1, there is a conformal mapping ϕ(z) which maps
U to an annulus A(0, 1, eλ
1
) minus n − 2 concentric arcs situated on the circles
C(0, eλ
i
), i = 2, . . . . . . , n − 1. Furthermore, up to a choice of which comple-
mentary components of U correspond to D and C \ D(0, eλ1), the numbers λi,
i = 1, . . . . . . , n − 1 are uniquely determined as are the positions of the slits up
to a rotation. If in addition we require that ϕ#(u) > 0, the map ϕ is uniquely
determined.
We remark that, despite the fact that the Riemann mapping does not in general
extend beyond U , the construction Ahlfors gives shows how the correspondence
between complementary components of U and of the image domain can be done
in a way which is both well-defined and natural.
We recall a well-known lemma concerning the behaviour of the hyperbolic metric
near the boundary. A proof of the original version for the Euclidean metric can
be found in [4] Page 13, Theorem 4.3 and it is the lower bound it gives on the
hyperbolic metric which will be of particular importance for us. For a point u ∈ U ,
we shall denote the spherical distance to ∂U by δ#U (u) or just δ
#(u) if once again
the domain is clear from the context.
Lemma 3.1. Let U ⊂ C be a hyperbolic domain. Then there exists C > 0 for
which the hyperbolic metric ρ(· , ·) on U satisfies
C
δ#(z) log(1/δ#(z))
|d#z| ≤ dρ(z) ≤ 4
δ#(z)
|d#z|, as z → ∂U.
The upper bound follows from the result in [4] combined with the facts that
δ#(z) is less or equal to than the Euclidean distance to the boundary and that
the spherical and Euclidean metrics are equivalent to within a factor of 2 on the
unit disc while the quantities |d#z|, δ#(z) are invariant under the map z 7→ 1z .
To obtain the lower bound, one lets z1 be the closest point in C \ U to z and
chooses two other points z2, z3 in ∂U . These three points are then mapped using
a Mo¨bius transformation to 0, 1 and ∞ respectively and one then obtains a lower
bound on the hyperbolic metric for C \ {0, 1,∞} and applies the Schwarz lemma.
It thus follows from Theorem 2.3.3 on page 34 of [2] that these estimates are
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uniform with respect to the minimum separation in the spherical metric between
z1, z2 and z3.
Meridians are conformally invariant in the following sense.
Lemma 3.2. If U is a hyperbolic domain and ϕ is a univalent function defined
on U , then γ is a meridian of U if and only if ϕ(γ) is a meridian of ϕ(U).
Furthermore, γ is a principal meridian if and only if ϕ(γ) is.
Proof As before, we can assume that both U and ϕ(U) are subdomains of C.
γ is a geodesic in U if and only ϕ(γ) is a geodesic in ϕ(U). Also, two curves γ1
and γ2 are homologous in U if and only if ϕ(γ1) and ϕ(γ2) are homologous in
ϕ(U). The first part of the statement now follows from the conformal invariance
of hyperbolic length.
For the second part, by invariance of homotopy or homology, if γ is a simple closed
curve in U , then γ separates C \ U if and only if ϕ(γ) separates C \ ϕ(U). It is
then not too hard to see that by Theorem 1.3, we have that if γ separates C \ U
into two non-empty subsets E, F and ϕ(γ) separates C \ ϕ(U) into non-empty
subsets E˜, F˜ , then E and F are both disconnected if and only if E˜ and F˜ are. 
We will also need the following lemma on the conformal invariance of non-dgeneracy
for finitely connected domains.
Lemma 3.3. Let U be an n-connected domain with n ≥ 1 and let ϕ be a univalent
function defined on U . Then U is non-degenerate if and only if ϕ(U) is.
Proof For the case n = 1, this is immediate from the Riemann mapping theorem
in the simply connected case and the fact that C and D are not conformally
equivalent.
For n ≥ 2, recall that a domain is degenerate if and only if we can find a curve
in the domain which is homotopic to a puncture and contains curves of arbitrar-
ily short hyperbolic length in its homotopy class. Since hyperbolic length and
homotopy are both preserved by ϕ, the result follows. 
Recall that a Riemann map to an n-connected slit domain as above with n > 1
is specified by 3n − 5 real numbers λ1, λ2, . . . , λn−1, θ1, θ2 . . . , θ2n−4 (we remark
that Ahlfors considers the domains rather than the mappings, in which case,
one can make an arbitrary rotation which allows one to eliminate one parameter
in which case the domain is specified by 3n − 6 real numbers). Representing
this list of numbers as a vector Λ, let us designate the pointed standard domain
by (AΛ, a) where the inner radius is 1, the outer radius eλ
1
and the remaining
n − 2 complementary components are circular slits which are arcs of the circles
C(0, eλ
j
) which run from eλ
j+iθ2j−3 to eλ
j+iθ2j−2 . If (U, u) is mapped by the unique
suitably normalized Riemann map ϕ to the pointed standard domain (AΛ, a)
where ϕ(u) = a, ϕ′(u) > 0, we shall call (AΛ, a) a standard domain for U . This
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domain is unique up to assignment of which complementary components of U get
mapped to D and C \D(0, eλ1).
Before stating the result, we remark that we only consider sequences of domains
which have the same connectivity. To see why this is necessary, consider, for
example, a pointed domain (U, u) of low connectivity which is the limit of a
sequence (Um, um) where the domains Um have high connectivity which tends to
infinity and where the diameters of the complementary components of Um all tend
to zero.
For m large, at least one of the complementary components Li of U is close (in
the sense of the Euclidean or spherical distance distance between sets) to many
complementary components of Um. However, this leads to two problems: firstly
just which component of C \ Um should one choose to correspond to a slit which
is close to the corresponding slit for Li and secondly the fact that the components
of C \ Um could be very far apart relative to their size which could make the
outer radius of AΛm potentially very large (or even infinite) if one of these widely
separated components corresponds to either of the components D or C \D(0, eλ1)
of the complement of the standard domain AΛm .
For a sequence of standard pointed domains {(AΛm , am)}∞m=1, convergence in the
Carathe´odory topology to another n-connected pointed domain (AΛ, a) is precisely
equivalent to the convergence of the points am to a and convergence in R3n−5 of
the vectors Λm to the corresponding vector Λ for (A
Λ, a). Finally, we remark that
the behaviour and conformal invariance of the meridians and their lengths and
the use of Theorem 1.10 are right at the heart of the proof of this result. Not
surprisingly, Theorem 1.2 also plays a major role.
Theorem 3.2. Let n ≥ 1, let {(Um, um)}∞m=1 be a sequence of n-connected non-
degenerate pointed domains, let (U, u) be an n-connected non-degenerate pointed
domain and let (AΛ, a) be a pointed standard domain for (U, u) where a is the
image of U under the corresponding normalized Riemann map ϕ as in Theorem
3.1 (where we make any choice we wish regarding which components of C \ U
correspond to D and the unbounded complementary component of AΛ).
Then (Um, um) converges to (U, u) if and only if we can label the components of
the complements C\Um and choose corresponding normalized Riemann mappings
ϕm to standard domains (A
Λm , am) so that these standard domains converge to
(AΛ, a) and the inverses ψm of the maps ϕm converge locally uniformly on (A
Λ, a)
to ψ = ϕ◦−1, the inverse Riemann map for (U, u).
In addition, in the case of convergence, the Riemann maps ϕm converge locally
uniformly on (U, u) to the Riemann map ϕ for (U, u).
Proof The case n = 1 is already proved in Theorem 1.2, so let us from now on
assume that n ≥ 2 and that the standard domains are then annuli from which
(possibly) some slits have been removed.
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Suppose first that (Um, um) converges to (U, u) and assume without loss of gen-
erality that U ⊂ C. The sequence {um} of base points converges to u and by
discarding finitely many members if needed, we can assume that this sequence is
bounded (in C). Next, let Li, 1 ≤ i ≤ n be the components of C \U which corre-
spond to our choice of standard domain (i.e. L1 and Ln correspond respectively
to D and C \D(0, eλ1)).
By the Hausdorff version of Carathe´odory convergence, any Hausdorff limit of the
sets C\Um is contained in C\U . Using Lemma 2.1, we can label the components
Kim of C \ Um so that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and each component Li of C \ U , any
Hausdorff limit of the sets Kim is a subset of the component L
i of C \ U .
We claim that the numbers λ1m must be bounded above since otherwise, as each
of the sets C\AΛm has only n components of which n−2 are slits, there would be
a subsequence mk for which the standard annuli A
Λ
mk
would contain round annuli
whose moduli tended to infinity. By conformal invariance, we could say the same
about the domains Umk (where such thick annuli would separate the complements
of these domains). The hyperbolic lengths of the equators of these annuli would
then tend to 0 and, by Theorem 1.6, the lengths of any meridians in the same
homology classes as these equators would also tend to 0. However, Corollary 1.1
tells us that the lengths `im, 1 ≤ i ≤ E(n) of each Um are bounded below away
from zero which then gives us a contradiction.
By Montel’s theorem and ii) of Carathe´odory convergence, the Riemann maps
then give a normal family on any subdomain of U which is compactly contained
in U . A standard diagonal argument then shows that they must give a normal
family on U in the sense that any sequence taken from this family will have a
subsequence which converges uniformly on compact subsets of U in the sense of
Definition 3.1.
Now let γi, 1 ≤ i ≤ P (n) be the principal system of meridians which exists by
Proposition 1.1 and using Lemma 3.2, we can consider the corresponding merid-
ians γ˜im, 1 ≤ i ≤ P (n) of AΛm . By relabelling if needed, we can say that the
meridian γ˜1m then separates D from the rest of AΛm . Since the numbers λ1m are
uniformly bounded above, it follows that the spherical diameters of these meridi-
ans are bounded below. Additionally, by Theorem 1.10 and the conformal invari-
ance of the hyperbolic metric, the lengths of these curves are uniformly bounded
above. In view of our remarks after Lemma 3.1, we can use the estimates this
result gives on the hyperbolic metric in a uniform fashion and since the improper
integral
∫ 1
2
0
1
x log(1/x)
dx
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diverges, we can find δ > 0 such that for every m a spherical δ-neighbourhood of
the meridian γ˜1m is contained in A
Λm . It then follows again by Theorem 1.10 and
conformal invariance combined with the same estimates on the hyperbolic metric
that we can make δ > 0 smaller if needed so that the spherical distance to the
boundary δ#Um(am) ≥ δ for every m and a spherical δ-neighbourhood of each of
the principal meridians γ˜im of A
Λm will be contained in AΛm for 1 ≤ i ≤ P (n) and
every m. In particular this means that the complementary components of each
AΛm are at least 2δ away from each other.
By the Koebe one-quarter theorem, the absolute values of the derivatives ϕ′m(um)
are uniformly bounded above and below away from 0, whence all limit functions
for the sequence {ϕm}∞m=1 must be non-constant and in fact univalent in view of
Hurwitz’s theorem. We next want to show that the standard domains (AΛm , am)
converge in the Carathe´odory topology and we will do this by appealing to The-
orem 1.2.
Suppose that we can find a subsequence mk for which ϕmk converges on (U, u) to
some univalent limit function ϕ. Recall the normalized covering maps pim : D →
Um of Theorem 1.2 which by this result converge to the normalized covering map
pi : D→ U .
If we now set χmk = ϕmk ◦ pimk , then χmk is the unique normalized covering map
for the standard pointed domain (AΛmk , amk). By Proposition 3.1, the functions
χmk then converge on compact subsets of D to ϕ ◦ pi. Since ϕ is univalent and
pi is a covering map, ϕ ◦ pi is itself a covering map which must in fact be χ, the
normalized covering map from D to ϕ(U).
By Theorem 1.2, the domains (AΛmk , amk) then converge to a limit domain (A
′, a′)
where A′ = ϕ(U), and since δ(am) ≥ δ and the complementary components of each
AΛm are at least 2δ away from each other for every m, (A′, a′) 6= {a′} and must
be n-connected. Also, from the Hausdorff version of Carathe´odory convergence,
it follows that (A′, a′) must be a standard pointed domain. Finally, as U is non-
degenerate and ϕ is univalent, it follows again by Lemma 3.3 that A′ is also
non-degenerate.
Now ϕ is univalent on U and clearly ϕ#(u) > 0, so ϕ is the normalized Riemann
map from (U, u) to (A′, a′). By Theorem 3.1, A′ is conformally equivalent to AΛ
and in order to show these two domains are equal we just need to show that ϕ
preserves the labelling of the components of C \ U .
Let γ be a simple closed curve around the complementary component L1 of U
which does not encircle the other complementary components of U and which
exists in view of Theorem 1.3. By our labelling of the complementary components
of the domains Um and ii) of Carathe´odory convergence, γ separates K
1
mk
from
the other components of C \ Umk for k large enough. From this it is not too
hard to see that, for k large enough, ϕmk(γ) is then a simple closed curve which
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separates D from the other components of C \ AΛmk and thus encloses D. If we
then let z be any point of D, then by the local uniform convergence of ϕmk to ϕ on
U , n(ϕ(γ), z) = n(ϕmk(γ), z) = ±1 for k large enough whence ϕ(γ) also encloses
D. It also follows from Lemma 2.1 and the convergence of the pointed domains
(AΛmk , amk) to (A
′, a′) that ϕ(γ) does not enclose any of the other components of
C \A′.
L1 thus corresponds under ϕ to the complementary component D of A′ (and
also AΛ) and a similar argument shows that Ln corresponds to the unbounded
complementary component of A′. By the uniqueness part of Theorem 3.1, we must
then have that (A′, a′) = (AΛ, a). It then follows easily that (AΛm , am) converges
to (AΛ, a) and that the mappings ϕm converge on compact subsets of U to ϕ.
We still need to show the inverses ψm converge. Since the domains (Um, um)
converge to another pointed n-connected domain none of whose complementary
components is a point, by Lemma 2.1 the spherical diameters of the complements
C \ Um are bounded below and the usual argument of post-composing with a bi-
equicontinuous family of Mo¨bius transformations and applying Montel’s theorem
shows that the functions ψm give a family which is normal on A
Λ in the sense
given earlier.
Applying the Koebe one-quarter theorem and Hurwitz’s theorem as before shows
that all limit functions must be non-constant and univalent. If we then have a
sequence ψmk which converges uniformly on compact subsets of A
Λ to a limit
function ψ˜, then, by Proposition 3.1 again, ψmk ◦ χmk converges uniformly on
compact subsets of D to ψ˜ ◦χ. Using Rouche´’s theorem and local compactness as
in [8] then shows that ψ˜(AΛ) = U with ψ˜(a) = u and using ii) of Carathe´odory
convergence, it follows easily that ϕmk ◦ ψmk converges uniformly on compact
subsets of AΛ to ϕ◦ ψ˜ whence ψ˜ = ϕ◦−1. With this the proof of the first direction
is finished.
For the other direction, suppose now that the standard pointed domains (AΛm , am)
converge to (AΛ, a), which is an n-connected non-degenerate standard domain and
that the corresponding inverse Riemann maps ψm converge to ψ. For each m let
χm be the normalized covering map from D to the standard domain AΛm and
let χ be the corresponding covering map for AΛ so that χm converges uniformly
on compact subsets of D to χ by Theorem 1.2. Again by Proposition 3.1, pim =
χm ◦ ψm will converge locally uniformly to χ ◦ ψ = pi on D. By Theorem 1.2, it
then follows that (Um, um) converges to (U, u). On the other hand, as (U, u) is a
Carathe´odory limit of pointed domains of connectivity n, U has connectivity ≤ n
and since AΛ is n-connected and ψ is univalent, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that
U must be n-connected. Finally, as AΛ is non-degenerate, it follows from Lemma
3.3 that U must be non-degenerate. 
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